RAC/M
IDENTITY

REGAIN CONTROL
OF YOUR IDENTITIES

Achieve compliance,
reduce identity risk
and costs
Like trying to track fish in an ocean,
organizations are swimming in a sea of
complexity when faced with the challenge
of validating and controlling system
access.
TM

RAC/M Identity is a simple, effective, IGA
solution that enables organizations large
and small to understand and manage the
complex relationships between users and
their access to physical and digital assets,
whether on premises or in the cloud.
RAC/M IdentityTM is the cornerstone upon
which to build an IAM program capable of
turning your most daunting challenges
into a competitive advantage. These
challenges include lack of resources,
limited budgets, strict timelines and fast
paced transformation fueled by
accelerating cloud adoption and the
Internet of Things.
RAC/M IdentityTM also addresses one of
the most difficult challenges faced by IAM
programs – maintaining executive support.
It automatically generates a composite
health score that reflects the maturity and
effectiveness of key IAM processes,
enabling executive management to
assess progress made as well as the
remaining road ahead on the journey.

Cybersecurity for a
changing world

Simplify your Identity Governance Program
As organizations grow, it becomes increasingly difficult to understand who has
access to what and to maintain control because of challenges such as
fragmented user populations, complex, fast changing technological landscape
and inconsistent management practices.
By simplifying identity governance, RAC/M Identity enables an organization to
quickly gain and demonstrate control over access to critical information assets, as
required by the various regulatory frameworks such as GDPR, SOX, PCI, NERC, HIPAA,
etc.
Lower your IGA costs
You can achieve substantial costs savings and avoid maintaining highly skilled
staff by deploying RAC/M Identity as a Service. RAC/M Identity can be deployed in
a dedicated public or private cloud tenant thus eliminating the need for a costly
and complex on premises infrastructure while OKIOK provides day to day
management services such as monitoring, evergreening, upgrading, security
patching and evolution.
Further costs savings are realized by avoiding customization and coding through
configuring pre built building blocks and leveraging standardized yet flexible IAM
processes and workflows.
Get results quickly
RAC/M Identity is designed around a data repository that provides a
comprehensive view of all accounts, accesses and entitlements held by all users to
all assets in scope. Near real-time reconciliation of the repository with all identity
sources and target systems, whether on premises or in the cloud, coupled with
powerful analytics and reporting capabilities, provide visibility immediately after
deployment. The repository enables immediate detection and remediation of risky
situations as well as early initiation of periodic access reviews, thus enhancing the
maturity and effectiveness of IAM processes.
Reduce risk
Risk is reduced by continuously identifying and remediating risky situations such as
orphaned and rogue accounts as well as quickly revoking unnecessary access
when people leave the organization or change roles. Further, periodic access
reviews enable managers and asset owners to validate access to critical assets.
Empower your workforce
RAC/M Identity improves user experience and productivity by providing Single
Sign-On (SSO) with Active Directory domains as well as a self-service portal that
allows key operations such as access requests, approvals and password reset to
be carried out from any device with a compatible browser.

A different approach, focused on
identity governance
RAC/M Identity differs from traditional Identity Governance and
Administration (IGA) suites by being offered as part of a full service
offer, backed by a proven, risk free deployment methodology.
Our approach is squarely centered around implementing a solid
foundation, focused on enhancing identity governance processes
before automating provisioning.
In fact, deployment projects often stumble when trying to hastily
automate IAM processes without a clear grasp of arcane practices
and taking the time to cleanup the access data and establishing a
clear, shared vision of end goals.
RAC/M Identity promotes the establishment of a clear identity
governance strategy, tailored to your organization’s real needs, by
providing the critical capabilities enabling you to:

Quickly understand your organization’s identities and access right
structure across all integrated identity sources, target systems and
applications
Identify and revoke unnecessary identities and accounts
Manage accounts for employees, privileged users, contractors
and external users
Manage service, shared, generic and technical accounts
Assign owners, approvers, reviewers and trustees to assets,
accounts and roles
Define a structured access model based on business and
application roles and assignment rules
Define, monitor and enforce Separation of Duty (SOD) rules to
prevent fraud and errors
Implement flexible access review (certification) process for
identities, roles, entitlements and SOD violations
Promote self-service access management and password reset
with automated approval workflows
Automate onboarding, offboarding and movement of users by
automatically provisioning and deprovisioning accounts, group
membership, and entitlements in connected target systems
Provide all required artefacts in support of compliance and
auditing requirements
Automatically generate metrics to maintain executive support of
the IAM program

Flexibility by Configuration
RAC/M Identity easily adapts to any technological and business
context by integrating with existing systems and business processes
by configuring a rich array of built-in building blocks. To reduce
integration time and efforts, RAC/M Identity can process any type of
reference data that represents your organizational structure,
workflows, nomenclature or business logic.
The user experience can be enhanced by customizing labels in
display forms to match organization specific nomenclature. This
approach eliminates costly customization efforts, reduces
deployment costs, and provides better results faster.
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Extensible Data Model
A key feature of RAC/M Identity is the capability to dynamically
extend the data model to represent and manage any number of
specific attributes populated from client data sources. These
extended attributes are defined by the client and can be attached to
base objects such as identities, roles, accounts, groups, and
organizations. These extended attributes can be invoked just like
standard base object attributes to better define business logic or filter
search results.

Swift and Compelling Results
Every RAC/M Identity implementation begins with identity data
analysis, mapping and consolidation. These initial steps catalyze an
organizational transformation that provides both immediate and
lasting improvements to identity management practices. Our
customers tell us they were able to analyze, detect, and revoke
hundreds of unnecessary accounts and entitlements, within a few
days after implementation.

Powerful Matching Algorithms
Real world identity data is never clean, complete, or reliable. Ask
anyone who has tried to match up multiple system accounts to single
identities manually. It can feel more like an embattled dungeon crawl
than an easy walk in the park. To help ease this pain, RAC/M Identity
includes an array of powerful matching algorithms.
These algorithms allow users to quickly resolve many complex
matching conditions such as:
name collisions
misspellings
alternate spellings
different ordering of naming components
many more situations
The matching logic can be refined iteratively to achieve automated
matching of upwards of 80% of accounts, depending on the source
data quality. Any remaining unmatched accounts or identities can
be matched using simple tools.

Role Mining and Modeling
RAC/M Identity includes a powerful role mining and role modeling
workbench.
Filtering rules determine the subset of identities and assets to be
analyzed (or mined) for similarities. These rules can make use of any
base or extended attribute to determine the identities and assets to
analyze.
Roles can also be assigned from the top-down. Role engineers or
subject matter experts can define group memberships and other
entitlements to be granted as a single unit. Roles simultaneously
support dynamic assignment to members through assignment rules,
as well as static assignment to specific members.
The combination of bottom-up and top down approaches constitutes a powerful and flexible capability to design and implement a
two layer role model where business and application roles are linked
and dynamically assigned by rules and policies.

Integration Capability
RAC/M Identity integrates easily to virtually any identity source and
target system. It does so with flexible, industry standard, Identity
Connector Framework (ICF) connectors and flat file collectors. These
connectors along with pre defined business logic are integrated in
many prebuilt templates for popular on premises applications and
legacy systems such as Active Directory (AD), LDAP directories, SQL
databases, SAP BW, IDoc files, AS/400 and cloud applications such as
Office 365.

USER EXPERIENCE
Features

Benefits

Web management interface

Administrators can easily perform
configuration and management
tasks from any modern browser

Self-service portal responsive
Web interface

Tasks such as password reset,
access request approvals and
response to notifications can be
performed from any supported
Android and IOS mobile devices
with a compatible browser

Customizable self-service portal

Access can be requested by
end-users, managers or power users
through the included self-service
portal. This portal can be customized to conform to customer design
standards

Integration with ITSM self-service
portal and ticketing systems

Self-service and ticketing functionality can be implemented through
integration with an ITSM compatible
self-service portal, such as Service
Now, or virtually any existing portal

SOAP and REST APIs

Self-service and administrative
functions can be performed
through REST and SOAP APIs

Customizable nomenclature

Enhance the user experience by
customizing field labels to match
nomenclature specific to the
organization

This flexible architecture allows RAC/M Identity to easily adapt to any
existing and future technical landscape.

Risk reduction
RAC/M Identity reduces attack surfaces by systematically
eliminating unnecessary accounts and entitlements, controlling
over-privileged accounts, performing near real time reconciliations
between identity sources and all target systems, enforcing access
request approval workflows and enabling periodic and ad hoc
access reviews.

Scalability
RAC/M Identity is scalable and can be deployed in any size
organization. The unique Identity Governance as a Service model
and low TCO make RAC/M Identity a viable solution where other IGA
solutions are too expensive or cannot meet the functional
requirements. It is designed to handle an unlimited number of
identities in complex workforce management and external users
scenarios.

USER EXPERIENCE

CAPABILITIES
Features

Benefits

ICF connectors for integrating
identity sources and target
systems

Bi-directional integration of virtually
any target system, SaaS application
or identity source including:
•Active Directory
•LDAP directories
•SQL databases
•SAP BW
•SAP IDocs
•Windows Server 2008/2012/2016
•*NIX systems (*Linux/Unix)
•Microsoft Graph API (Ofﬁce 365, Azure,
etc.)
•AS/400
•Any target system, SaaS application or
identity source through a scripting
connector

One-way collectors

Automated matching
algorithms

Uni-directional collectors can import
and process data from any identity
source, target system, or application
that can export access data to a
flat file such as CSV, XLS, XLSX, record
based, etc.
Automated matching algorithms
such as soundex, multiple soundex,
permutations along with flexible
business logic can match a high
percentage of accounts to
identities without user intervention
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Features

Benefits

Features

Benefits

Manual matching tools

Remaining accounts and identities
can be manually matched using
any combination of algorithms and
multiple factors to maximize speed
and reliability

Metrics, dashboards and
insights

Account tags & categories

Tagging and categorization enable
effective tracking and control of
arbitrary accounts types such as
personal, generic, technical, and
privileged

Provide immediate visibility of IAM
process effectiveness and
efficiency as well as repository state.
Insights provide immediate visibility
of risky situations ranked by
criticality for timely resolution

IAM Composite Health Score
(ICHS)

Role-modeling workbench

Roles can be mined from existing
accounts using powerful filtering
rules for assets and identities. Roles
can also be constructed and
fine-tuned manually

Maintain executive support for the
IAM program and keep management engaged by expressing
maturity and effectiveness of key
IAM processes

Customized views

Optimize user experience by
providing views of the administrative console tailored to user
responsibility and privilege level

Dynamic and static role
assignment

Assign roles dynamically using rules
and attributes (ABAC). Roles may
also be statically assigned to
specific identities

Comprehensive reports

Perform powerful analytics and
generate reports from a rich array
of built-in reports. Configure custom
reports as required

Repository reconciliation

The repository is automatically kept
in full reconciliation with all identity
sources and target systems and
applications providing full and
reliable visibility of identities and
accesses

Flexible access review
campaigns

Configuration of business logic
elements

Get much faster results by
eliminating customization by
lengthy and tedious programming
and scripting

Fully configurable campaigns and
tracking workflows put the
campaign manager in full control
to enforce governance by focusing
on critical assets and ensuring
timely completion. Automated
response workflows ensure that
corrective actions are taken swiftly
throughout the campaigns

Password management

Users can reset their passwords
through the self-service portal

Password synchronization

Password changes can be
propagated from Active Directory
to compatible target systems

RAC/M IDENTITY IS AVAILABLE IN TWO DELIVERY MODELS FOR MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
On Premises
You manage and operate in your datacenter

Cloud Based (Saas)
OKIOK provides and manages the cloud while
you operate the solution.

ON PREMISES

PRIVATE OR PUBLIC CLOUD

Hardware and software
requirements

Please contact an OKIOK authorized
reseller for up to date requirements

No hardware or software requirements
Connectivity with Microsoft Azure enabled through VPN

Licensing model

Annual, per active identity

Annual, per active identity
All inclusive pricing includes infrastructure and managed services

Managed services

Performed by customer

Performed by OKIOK:
•Sizing & workload management
•Availability and performance monitoring
•Evergreening, patching, updates
•Backups and Disaster Recovery
•Operational issues investigations
•Target systems onboarding support

Client Software Requirements

Windows: Microsoft Internet Explorer 11, Microsoft EDGE, current versions of Firefox and Chrome
Mac OS X: Safari, Opera, any compatible browser

Please contact an authorized reseller for more information and pricing.

OKIOK is a leader in the field of information security. Since 1973, the company has distinguished itself through the excellence of its products and the high quality of its services. OKIOK
offers a wide range of integrated solutions designed to meet the needs of organizations of all
sizes.
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